
BAPP Turtle Toy Library

Construction

Alien Popoids
Min Age: 18 months

bending, stretching, manipulating, imagination

0220 *T0220*

Brio Builder
Min Age:

Wooden, tactile, imaginative, motor skills, hand 
eye co-ordination, design, wheels

Wooden construction set with wheels and 
different pieces for building vehicles that actually 
move

0521 *T0521*

Construction

Brio Builder System
Min Age: 5 years

wooden, construction, building, wheels, forklift 
truck

Brio wooden construction set for bujlding 4 
different designs or use your imagination and 
create and build your fantasy vehicle or 
construction

0096 *T0096*

Brio Mec
Min Age: 5 years

tools, building, cars, wooden, imaginative

Wooden construction kit with wheels and tools. 
Use your imagination to design and build what 
you like including vehicles

0095 *T0095*
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BAPP Turtle Toy Library

Construction

Build a Bug
Min Age: 8 years

fine motor skills, construction, building, bugs

Challenging construction set for building an 
electronic bug, comes with everything you need 
including the instructions

0383 *T0383*

Busy Berties Workshop
Min Age: 6 months

Motor skills, hand eye co-ordination, counting

Workbench shaped activity centre with hammer 
for hitting shapes and following instructions

0347 *T0347*

Construction

Choo choo loop
Min Age: 18 months

trains, construction, track, imagination

10 pieces of track to put together for the train - 
lay it flat on the table or floor or even make it into 
a circle and watch the train move round and 
round

0132 *T0132*

Cog Builder Set
Min Age: 3 years

Imaginative play, design, build, sequences for 
cogs, spinning

Design and build set with cogs - use your 
creativity to come up with unique design ideas

0583 *T0583*
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BAPP Turtle Toy Library

Construction

Creative Gears
Min Age: 5 years

cogs, wheels, construction, movement, numeracy

Construction set with cogs for creating 
mesmerising patterns once the cogs connect 
and one turn creates a fantastic moving pattern

0099 *T0099*

Duplo Tub
Min Age: 18 months

building, bricks, lego, construction, imaginative 
play

45 pieces of lego duplo for construction, 
counting, cargo or "food"

0137 *T0137*

Construction

Duplo Zoo
Min Age: 3 years

animals, zoo, duplo, lego, construction, 
imaginative

Lego Duplo zoo with animals, base and 
accessories including a vehicle great for 
imaginative play and language development

0224 *T0224*

Gears construction set
Min Age:

Plastic, gears, construction, ideas sheets, turning

With ideas sheets included, there are lots of 
different ways that you can join these gears 
together and turn to make amazing patterns

0517 *T0517*
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BAPP Turtle Toy Library

Construction

Geo shapes with magnets
Min Age: 3 years

Magnetic shapes, colours, imaginative play, 
pictures, creative, shape recognition

Wooden magnetic geometric shapes which can 
be moved around on the board to make patterns 
or pictures. Also good for colour matching, 
counting and sorting.

0599 *T0599*

Jigsaw Vehicle
Min Age: 12 months

Car, driver, jigsaw, movement, communication

Car and driver jigsaw car which comes apart and 
can be rebuilt time and time again

0014 *T0014*

Construction

Jovo Construction
Min Age:

Plastic, building, shapes, colours

Flat plastic construction shapes which interlock 
to create 3 dimensional shapes. Great for 
developing motor skills and imagination or for 
counting and sorting

0534 *T0534*

Junior Meccanno
Min Age:

Fine motor skills, wheels, building, design, 
imaginative

Meccanno set with lots of pieces including 
wheels for building vehicles

0519 *T0519*
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BAPP Turtle Toy Library

Construction

Kid K'nex
Min Age: 3 years

Fine motor skills, construction, imagination, 
animals, building

Early K'nex with chunky parts for building fantasy 
figures using different shaped pieces

0388 *T0388*

Kimbunni
Min Age: 18 months

shapes, construction, imagination

40 pieces of plastic construction which slot 
together for building all sorts of designs

0148 *T0148*

Construction

K'nex Large Set
Min Age: 5 years

Construction, imagination, fine motor skills, 
building, design

Build and design models using this fantastic 
construction material. You are only limited by 
your imagination!

0389 *T0389*

K'nex Set
Min Age: 5 years

Construction, plastic, wheels, building, 
imaginative, design

K'nex set with instructions to make many 
different models

0387 *T0387*
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BAPP Turtle Toy Library

Construction

Lego
Min Age: 2 years

lego,belville, imaginative, construction

Lego Belville set for building a house with all the 
equipment you  need. Great for imaginative 
construction, helps with fine motor control, 
design and numeracy.

0045 *T0045*

Lego Creator
Min Age:

transport, construction, Lego, truck, plane,

Lego with instructions for making various 
vehicles or design and build your own

0270 *T0270*

Construction

Lego Dacta Dinosaurs
Min Age: 6 Years

dinosaurs, construction, imagination, learning, 
building, hand eye co-ordination

Lego parts designed for making dinosaurs - 
instructions included or use your imagination to 
create fantasy dinosaurs!

0272 *T0272*

Lego Duplo
Min Age: 18 months

Duplo, farm animals, racing cars, winners cup, 
imaginary, fine motor skills, language

Lego Duplo set with lots of different bricks and 
pieces for making imaginary buildings, places or 
worlds. Includes vehicles, animals and other 
accessories

0620 *T0620*
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BAPP Turtle Toy Library

Construction

Lego Duplo Airport Rescue
Min Age: 3 years

helicopter, truck, small parts, heli pad, lego, 
duplo, construction

Lego Duplo set with helicopter, helipad and 
truck, people and lots of accessories for 
imaginative play

0088 *T0088*

Lego duplo set with tubes
Min Age: 2 years

Chunky brightly coloured duplo with tubes to 
build channels and drop the balls through

Great fun lego construction set with doors, bricks 
and tubes which can be built up and balls 
dropped through the tubes.

0656 *T0656*

Construction

Lego Duplo Zoo
Min Age: 2 years

lots of animals, base, vehicle, zoo, imaginative

Lego duplo zoo with animals, base plate and 
vehicle

0093 *T0093*

Lego Technics Slammer Turbo
Min Age: 8 years

Lego, technical, imagination, fine motor skills, 
wheels, racing car, driving

Lego construction which with the instructions you 
can build a fantastic racing car

0393 *T0393*
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BAPP Turtle Toy Library

Construction

Little Tikes Castle Builder
Min Age: 3 years

Chunky, plastic, fine motor skills, builidng, castle, 
figures, small world

Chunky construction which can be used to 
design and build castles; includes figures and 
gateway.

0515 *T0515*

Little Tikes Mountain railway
Min Age: 2 years

Chunky plastic mountain railway with train and 
carriages together with road all of which passes 
through the mountain

Chunky plastic mountain with railway and road 
together with train, carriages and passengers 
make this a great set for imagiantive play 
indoors or out

0659 *T0659*

Construction

Little Tikes Zoo
Min Age: 3 years

Zoo animals, building, fences

Chunky construction for building a zoo includes 
animals and fences

0518 *T0518*

Log Building Set
Min Age: 3 years

building, lincoln logs, construction, design, 
imaginative, numeracy

Unusual construction set using plastic logs to 
create buildings and structures. Helps develop 
imaginative and creative approches to building

0053 *T0053*
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BAPP Turtle Toy Library

Construction

Magnet Building Set
Min Age: 6 Years

magnets, building, construction, manipulation, 
imagination

Investigation set using magnets with lots of 
different activities to help understand what 
magnets can do and how they are made

0234 *T0234*

Marble Madness
Min Age:

marbles, towers, construction, rolling, fine motor 
skills

Plastic tubes which can be slotted together in 
any form to create towers and paths of your own 
design. Put the marbles in and watch how well 
you have made the path - can the marbles reach 
the bottom?

0232 *T0232*

Construction

Mecanno Build Set
Min Age:

Construction, design, build, engineering, nuts 
and bolts, wheels

Tub of meccanno with instructions for following 
or design your own construction and have fun 
exploring how parts fit together and using tools

0589 *T0589*

Meccanno
Min Age:

design, construction, tools

Plastic meccanno kit with plenty of pieces for 
designing and building different models

0120 *T0120*
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BAPP Turtle Toy Library

Construction

Meccanno 30
Min Age: 5 years

Metal, construction, fine motor skills, wheels, 
building, models

Metal construction set with instructions to make 
vehicles and other models or use your 
imagination to design and build your own

0386 *T0386*

Meccanno Junior Wooden
Min Age:

Wooden, construction, build, design, 
imagination, fine motor skills

Wooden construction set with lots of pieces for 
designing and building models. Includes tools, 
nuts and bolts.

0627 *T0627*

Construction

Meccano
Min Age: 5 years

trucks, building, motor skills, manipulative, 
construction, tools, building

Wooden construction set with tools, wheels, 
which can be used to build models of your own 
design or follow the instructions

0226 *T0226*

Meccano 40
Min Age: 8 years

metal, construction, wheels, robots

Metal construction set with instructions to build 
lots of different models or use your imagination 
to design and build your own ideas

0098 *T0098*
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BAPP Turtle Toy Library

Construction

Mega Blocks
Min Age: 2 years

Chunky construction, hand eye co-ordination

Good sized set of Mega bloks which can be 
used for making anything whether it be houses 
or castles to walls for animals in a zoo or for 
counting and sorting

0462 *T0462*

Mega lego bricks
Min Age: 2 years

Soft large chunky lego for creating really BIG 
models!

Tactile, chunky but soft Lego bricks which are 
great for making really BIG models!

0658 *T0658*

Construction

Mix and Stack Animals
Min Age: 6 months

animal, construction, fine motor skills, hand eye 
co-ordination

Plastic animal parts which can be mixed and 
stacked to create different animals

0343 *T0343* 0630 *T0630*

Mobilo
Min Age:

Construction, plastic, building, ideas cards, 
wheels, design

Plastic construction with instruction cards for 
making a range of models.

0391 *T0391*
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BAPP Turtle Toy Library

Construction

Play Buttons
Min Age: 3 years

Threading, buttons, fine motor skills, co-
ordination

Plastic different coloured and shaped buttons 
with cords for threading. Great to help with 
counting, matching,sorting and colour 
recognition.

0602 *T0602*

Popoids
Min Age: 2 years

Popids, pull apart, construct, aliens, imaginative, 
creative

Construction set involving plastic pipes and 
pieces which can be used to build alien 
creatures with arms and legs

0086 *T0086*

Construction

Post-a-block
Min Age: 2 years

Sorting, posting, Fisher Price, texture, shapes

Fisher Price sensory posting set with different 
textured shapes to post into the box.

0448 *T0448*

Posting block
Min Age: 12 months

Carry, bucket, posting, shapes, tactile

Posting box with carry handle and 4 tactile 
shapes with different shapes

0275 *T0275*
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BAPP Turtle Toy Library

Construction

Shape Matching Board
Min Age: 18 months

Plan toys, wooden, matching, shapes, colours, 
chunky, sorting

Beautiful wooden shapes which can be mixed 
together and then re assembled to make circles, 
squares and hexagons

0356 *T0356*

Sticklebricks
Min Age: 2 years

Plastic, construction, colours, shapes, blocks, 
animals, wheels, imagination, fine motor skills

Classic construction kit with different coloured 
size and shaped bricks which stick together. You 
can then make whatever your imagination allows!

0397 *T0397*

Construction

Thomas Train Set with turntable

Min Age: 2 years

Thomas, wooden, train, track, turntable, shed 
bag

Wooden train track and Thomas trains which 
you can create your own design track

0357 *T0357*

Transformers Robot to Fire Engine

Min Age: 5 years

Motor skills, imaginative play

Amazing truck which transforms from a fire 
engine to a robot. Follow the instructions and 
watch the transformation

0592 *T0592*
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BAPP Turtle Toy Library

Construction

Transforming Timmy
Min Age: 2 years

Loads of different vehicle parts to put together to 
make different Timmy vehicles

Loads of different vehicle parts that can be put 
together in different ways to make Timmy 
vehicles

0631 *T0631*

Waffle Bricks
Min Age:

Little Tikes, building, outdoor play, construction, 
imagination

Great size chunky plastic bricks which can be 
slotted together to make different structures. 
Imagination and creativity are needed and can 
be used with other toys - houses for bears, 
garages for cars etc

0068 *T0068*

Construction

Waffle House
Min Age: 12 months

Build and design houses with chunky waffle 
bricks

Buildand design houses with these chunky waffle 
bricks

0514 *T0514*

Water blocks
Min Age: 2 years

Sensory, colours, wooden, blocks, shapes

Wooden blocks filled with coloured water which 
can be used for simple construction

0125 *T0125* 0358 *T0358*
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BAPP Turtle Toy Library

Construction

Wooden Brio Builder
Min Age:

Wooden, fine motor skills, imaginative, design, 
building, tools

Wooden construction set with screws and bolts 
for designing and building buildings, shapes or 
whatever you would like - use your imagination.

0498 *T0498*
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